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THINGS WE WANT
YOU TO KNOW
ABOUT DUBAI AND
THE UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

DUBAI – A CROSSROAD OF
CULTURES

In 1833, an influential group of around 800
members of the Bani Yas tribe, one of the
most significant tribes of Southern Arabia,
led by members of the Al Maktoum family,
settled in Dubai near the mouth of the Dubai
Creek. The creek was a natural harbour and
the township soon became a centre for
fishing, pearl diving and maritime trade.
As the economy developed, through trade
with India, Iran and other parts of the Gulf,
many settlers were attracted to the growing
town.

By the 1870s, Dubai had become the
principal trading port of the Gulf Coast, and
by the turn of the century it was reputed to
have had the largest souks in Arabia. Pearls
were a strong feature of the local economy
until the 1930s when a combination of the
Great Depression and the development of
cultured pearls in Japan led to a collapse in
demand for natural pearls. However, trade in
gold and other products continued to grow
steadily and Dubai continued to prosper as
‘the city of merchants’.
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During the 19th century, the British had
regarded the Gulf region as an important
staging post en route to India. To put an end
to friction with the local population, in 1853
Britain signed a peace treaty with the rulers
and the region became known as the Trucial
States, a British Protectorate.
Oil was discovered in Dubai in 1966, during
the period when Britain was withdrawing
from the region. The oil revenues enabled
Dubai’s Ruler to lead the city in developing
its infrastructure, education and healthcare,
all as part of leading Dubai into its future as a
thriving cosmopolitan centre for business,
trade, industry and tourism.
Dubai’s economy is no longer reliant on oil,
and is more diversified, relying heavily on
trade, services and finance sectors. The past
decade has witnessed change and growth
throughout all sectors of the Dubai economy.
The emirate’s government is constantly
working to improve its commercial
transparency and introduce dynamic
regulations that aid the formation of small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) and have the
ability to react to global financial challenges.

Introducing the United Arab Emirates
Situated on the shores of the Arabian Gulf,
the UAE is bordered by Saudi Arabia to the
southwest and by Oman to the southeast.
The coastline features many miles of
beautiful fine, white sandy beaches. The
desert extends from the southern fringes of
the coastal cities to the border with Saudi
Arabia. The eastern emirate of Fujairah,
situated on the coast of the Gulf of Oman, is
reached by spectacular routes through the
Hajar Mountains, which rise to 1,527 metres.
The United Arab Emirates was established in
1971 as an independent federation of the
seven emirates of Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah,
Ajman, Ras Al Khaimah, Umm Al Quwain and
Fujairah. Regarded as the commercial capital
of the UAE, Dubai is the second largest of the
seven emirates.
Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the Ruler
of Abu Dhabi, was elected as the first
President of the UAE, while the Ruler of
Dubai, Sheikh Rashid Bin Saeed Al Maktoum,
was elected as Vice-President and Prime
Minister.
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As the business hub of the Middle
East, Dubai has continued to invest
in strategic infrastructure and
transportation projects to support
the growing service sectors and
ensure a stable economic future.
One of Dubai’s most significant
achievements has been the
attraction of foreign business and
investment through world-class
category-based free trade areas
such as Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai
Media City, Dubai Internet City,
Dubai Silicon Oasis and Dubai
International Financial Centre.

Today, the UAE’s President is Sheikh
Zayed’s eldest son, His Highness
Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
and the Vice-President, Prime
Minister and Ruler of Dubai is Sheikh
Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum.
The population of the UAE is around
10.43 million, of which just over 2.4
million live in Dubai. Unsurprisingly
from such a cosmopolitan city where
85% are expatriates, the population
constitutes a melting pot of over 200
nationalities from all corners of the
world.
The UAE has an open economy with
a high per capita income and a
sizable annual trade surplus.
Successful efforts at economic
diversification have reduced the
portion of GDP based on oil and gas
output to 25%. The UAE’s GDP is
expected to grow by 4.6% in 2016,
maintaining its position as the
second largest Arab economy after
Saudi Arabia.
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ISPRS 2020

The Palm Jumeirah

Dubai has become the principal business and
tourism powerhouse for a super-region
stretching from North Africa to the Indian
subcontinent and from the CIS countries to
South Africa.
It is a stunning success to have achieved this
in so few years and this is attributable to a
visionary leadership, a high quality
infrastructure, an expatriate-friendly
environment, low import duties and zero
taxes on personal and corporate income.
Dubai has an excellent infrastructure and
offers all the facilities expected from a
modern, international city.

Citizens, expatriates and visitors can enjoy a
relaxed and pleasant lifestyle. The levels of
crime are extremely low. The city is clean
and there is a wide choice of modern and
spacious accommodation. The cuisines
available are of cosmopolitan variety, to suit
any palate and every pocket.
Dubai recently launched an ambitious
tourism strategy to increase visitors to the
emirate to 20 million by 2020. In 2015, Dubai
welcomed over 14,2 million international
visitors from across the globe, making it the
4th most-visited city in the world.
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Business Events Capital of the
Middle East
Consistently ranked by the International
Congress and Convention Association (ICCA)
as the Middle East’s top destination for
international association meetings, business
events serve as one of the strategy’s key
pillars for Dubai.
The decision to award Dubai and the UAE the
rights to host Expo 2020 is a testament to the
emirate’s capabilities in hosting international
business events. The theme for Expo 2020 is
‘Connecting Minds, Creating the Future’.
Dubai’s Arabic name – Al Wasl – means ‘the
connection’, and this is reflected in Dubai’s
modern-day position as a central hub
between East and West. With an anticipated
25 million people visiting Expo 2020, and
with 70 per cent of them predicted to come
from overseas, it will be the most globally
inclusive event in Expo history.

Expo 2020 is building upon its theme and
using it as a design principle for the event.
The theme will be visible in how Dubai
engages with participants, creates
opportunities for the public and private
sector to work together, and how the city
will strive to make collaboration an essential
instrument to deliver an event with the level
of quality and impact needed to mark this
out as a truly transformative Expo.
To make this possible, Dubai Expo 2020 will
explore three sub themes, which have been
identified as key drivers of global
development: Sustainability, Mobility and
Opportunity.
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Men on board an
Abra on Dubai Creek

Proposed dates
The proposed dates for the ISPRS 2020 in Dubai
are:
Monday 13th July to Wednesday 22nd July 2020
(With Build - up & tear - down)
Alternative dates can also be looked into
For these dates, the proposed venue will be Dubai
International Convention and Exhibition Centre
which is part of the Dubai World Trade Centre
complex (see section on Where to Meet).

ISPRS Dubai Contacts
Dubai Municipality
Mr. Hussein Mohammed Abdulmuttalib
ISPRS Congress Director
Email: HUSSEINMA@dm.gov.ae

Dubai Business Events – the Official
Convention Bureau
Mr. Walid Marhoon
Manager, Congress Development
Email: wmarhoon@duabitourism.ae
Dubai International Convention & Exhibition
Centre
Ms. Karen Smith
Director, International Sales Venues
Email: karen.smith@dwtc.com
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Message from the Director General, Dubai Municipality

Dear colleagues and friends from the global photogrammetry and remote sensing community,
I would like to take this opportunity to invite you to the beautiful and cosmopolitan city of Dubai.
Over the past few decades, the United Arab Emirates and Dubai, in particular, has gained
international repute as one of the most diverse destinations on the planet, both in terms of its
umpteen tourist attractions and its rich culture and heritage. The rapid pace of development
witnessed by the city has been instrumental in putting it on the world map as a destination of
choice for business visitors and holiday makers alike.
Owing to its accessibility and world class infrastructure, the city has played host to numerous
global level conferences and events. The modernization and development witnessed by the
country can be attributed to the usage and applications of modern technologies. The United Arab
Emirates has been at the forefront of using new-age technologies including GIS, Photogrammetry,
Remote Sensing, Cartography and other related technology. The future looks even brighter with
bigger investments planned in the application of newer technologies.
The city, thus, becomes an ideal spot for hosting the ISPRS Congress 2020 in order to showcase the
forward thinking steps of the region as well as give impetus to this growth. With that, I would like
to invite the ISPRS committee members to come to Dubai and hope to see you all at the ISPRS
2020 Congress in Dubai.

Eng. Hussein Nasser Lootah
Director General
Dubai Municipality
UAE
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Message from the Assistant Director General for Engineering and Planning,
Dubai Municipality

Dear friends and colleagues from the global ISPRS community,
I would like to take this opportunity to share with you some information about the Emirate of Dubai and
Dubai Municipality’s activities towards the promotion and propagation of modern technologies.
Although Dubai is widely recognized as an international tourist hotspot with breathtaking infrastructure
and numerous attractions, the city is also emerged as a regional hub for the usage and application of
new-age geospatial technologies. Dubai Municipality is the custodian of geospatial data for the Emirate
of Dubai and has been instrumental in ensuring the application of these technologies across various
government departments in Dubai. The Municipality also organizes the GIS and Remote Sensing Annual
Scientific Forum (GRASF) in association with the Middle East Geospatial Forum. The Forum, which is
held every year in Dubai, has quickly become the most sought after congregation of geospatial
professionals in the region and addresses various challenges faced by the technology implementers
from across the region.
Taking these initiatives a step forward, we would like to invite members of the ISPRS community to give
us this opportunity of hosting the ISPRS 2020 Congress in Dubai, which would not only be a first for the
region, but will also give further impetus to the growth of these technologies in the region. With this, I
would like to welcome you all and hope to see you at the ISPRS Congress 2020 in Dubai.
Eng. Abdulla Rafia
Assistant Director General for Engineering & Planning
Dubai Municipality
UAE
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Personal invitaiton from Hussien Abdulmuttalib

Dear colleagues and friends, I would like to invite you all to
the stunning city of Dubai.

The city of Dubai in the bustling country of United Arab
Emirates is mostly known for its ultra-modern architecture,
luxurious hotels, chic lifestyle and of course, the tallest
building in the world, the Burj Khalifa. However, today I
would like to tell you about a lesser known aspect of this city
and the region, which is its immense contribution to the
growth and propagation of spatial technologies.
It is a well known fact that geography was first methodically
studied by the ancient Greek civilization, which is also
believed to have developed a philosophy of geography.
Various scientists such as Herodotus, Aristotle, Ptolemy,
Eratosthenes and Strabo made key contributions to the field.
On the other hand, Roman contribution to the field of
geography was in the form of discovery and mapping of
previously unexplored areas. During the Middle Ages, the
Greek legacy was carried forward and enhanced by the
Arabs. Travelers and geographers like Ibn Battuta, Idrisi and
Ibn Khaldoun travelled extensively in order to increase their
knowledge of the world and, in process, mapped a large
area. Elsewhere, explorers like Marco Polo, too, continued
their voyages to keep alive the love for geography outside
the Muslim world.

A few centuries down the line, the Middle East
region has made tremendous progress and has
evolved as a major hub for the usage of
modern spatial technologies across various
verticals. Not only in the traditional domains
of defense and construction, but technologies
like Remote Sensing, GIS, Photogrammetry,
Digital Mapping and Computer Aided Design
etc. are also used extensively in other fields
like transportation management, utilities, land
management, policing, disaster management
etc. Besides, a number of universities in the
region have started to impart geospatial
education and are doing a commendable job
in building local capacity in the spatial field.
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Personal invitaiton from Hussien Abdulmuttalib Cont.

I am a civil engineer by profession with specialization in geospatial science and photogrammetry. With a
Degree of Masters in Science (specialization I Photogrammetry), I have over 30 years of experience in
the field. Since I joined Dubai Municipality in 2001, I have had the mission to complete Aerial
Photography for the Emirate. In 2001, Dubai Municipality initiated an aerial photography project under
my supervision. During the project, I realized that the desert part of the Emirate was neglected and thus
suggested to capture the desert in different scale and resolution. This was followed by another project
where I classified Dubai into different regions on the basis of density and height of the area, taking into
account the future plans of the Municipality.
In 2001, Dubai Municipality became the first organization in the UAE to establish its GIS department and
thus started to deploy technologies like surveying, photogrammetry and remote sensing extensively in
its activities. During the following few years, the Municipality was instrumental in inspiring other
organizations to deploy these technologies by forming partnerships with the private sector to conduct
several aerial photography projects. Over the years, the Municipality continued to build the basemap of
Dubai and provide the same to designers and engineers. It was a challenge since we had to be ahead of
others and also anticipate the future while progressing with our plans.
On the other hand, several remote sensing projects for Dubai were also conducted through Dubai
Municipality. The first of those projects was related to extracting geological information to assist in
managing the natural resources and ground water. This project was handled by a group of scientists and
led by Dr. Farouk El-Baz, a well known scientist in remote sensing.
I have also been instrumental in initiating the
photogrammetry unit in Dubai Municipality and
have worked on several projects including a
project for the environmental unit, which was
aimed at protecting the environment using spatial
information and covered about 10 themes
including ground water monitoring, air quality
monitoring, protecting marine life, oil spill
detection using radar images etc.
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Meanwhile, Dubai Municipality has also been instrumental
in the exchange of ideas and information through the
organizing and participating in various conferences. In 2006,
after managing a part of the ISPRS Congress, I came up with
the idea of organizing Dubai Municipality’s own event called
GRASF (GIS and Remote Sensing Annual Scientific Forum).
The Municipality also organized the Electronic Archiving
Conference and I was instrumental in organizing and
directing several other conferences. Dubai Municipality took
part in the ISPRS Congress in Turkey and became a
sustaining member of ISPRS.
The first GRASF conference was organized at the
Municipality’s training centre in 2013 and turned out to be a
huge success with participation of over 300 delegates from
around the region. Since then, the annual event has been
conducted successfully and has also been instrumental in
supporting ISPRS, with several ISPRS members participating
at the event every year. Carrying forward its commitment to
strengthen geospatial knowledge and science, Dubai
Municipality plans to organize an ISPRS meeting at its
training centre in March.
Dubai Municipality also plans to organize Summer Schools for ISPRS students in association with universities
such as the UAE University, Masdar Institute, American University in Dubai etc. These summer schools will be
organized specifically for students selected by member organizations of ISPRS. The topics and material for the
summer schools will be decided in coordination with ISPRS council and technical committee members during
their visit to Dubai in March. Specialized international professors will be invited to teach in the summer
schools. These schools will be organized yearly in Dubai until the 2020 ISPRS Congress, in case Dubai is
selected as the host.
Bearing in mind the scale of the event and the
support required for organizing a great ISPRS
Congress in 2020, I have managed to build
relationships with several local and
international universities for their support in
programme building. Some of the partners
include the UAE University (Scientific Partners),
Masdar Institute, American University in Dubai,
KIT University Germany, Budapest University of
Technology and Economics, Delft University of
Technology Netherlands etc.
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The hosting of 2020 ISPRS Congress in Dubai will not only give impetus to the further promotion and
propagation of these technologies in the region but will also give the participants a chance to
experience the traditional Middle Eastern culture with a delectable mix of some of the most advanced
and ultra-modern architectural creations on the planet.
With this, I would like to welcome you all and hope to see you at the 2020 ISPRS Congress in Dubai.
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Program
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Summer School
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Technical Tours
Being the hub of all spatial activity in the Middle East region, Dubai and UAE present several opportunities
for various technical tours for the participants of ISPRS Congress. Some of the tours, which can be taken
as half or one-day trip are mentioned below:

Abu Dhabi – Masdar City
Through smart investments, Masdar City is successfully pioneering a “greenprint” for how cities can
accommodate rapid urbanization and dramatically reduce energy, water and waste.
The city, which combines ancient Arabic architectural techniques with modern technology and captures
prevailing winds is naturally cooler and more comfortable during the high summer temperatures.
But the sun is also a blessing. Harnessing the sun’s rays, Masdar uses clean energy generated on site from
rooftop solar technology and one of the largest photovoltaic installations in the Middle East.

Sharjah – SCASS (Sharjah Center for Astronomy & Space Science)
The vision of the SCASS is to build a national respected center working in the areas of astronomy and
space sciences. The center aims at developing and promoting education about astronomy and space
sciences in the Arab World in general, and the UAE in particular, in order to be a center dedicated to
education, science, research, Islamic heritage, and open to educators, school students, university
students, researchers and families of all ages.
The center has many attractions, most important of which are the planetarium theater, the different
exhibitions halls (Astronomy Exhibition, Space Exhibition, Exhibition of the Universe in the Holy Qur'an),
the astronomical observatory and the cosmic park.
It is the big and sophisticated planetarium that looks like the sun from outside, but it shines with science
and knowledge in the skies of Sharjah. Inside, it is your gateway to the deepest secrets of the universe
and the brightest views of the sky.
Under a dome of more than 18 meters diameter, which can host more than 200 visitors, equipped with a
set of high-precision digital projectors and the most advanced MegaStar projector which can display
nearly 10 million celestial bodies and other projectors that display the planets sway gracefully around the
sun in the most beautiful astronomical rhythm, we invite you to join us in our journey, assisted by one of
the most sophisticated software specifically designed in cosmic shows, UniView, which will take you on a
tour through the solar system to see Saturn with its dazzling rings and Neptune with its pure colors.
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Dubai – MBRSC (Mohammed Bin Rashid Space Center)
The centre was originally established in 2006 as the Emirates Institution for Advanced Science &
Technology (EIAST), accumulating knowledge, recruiting Emirati scientists and engineers, and launching
advanced scientific projects, until the Mohammed bin Rashid Space Centre (MBRSC) was established in
2015 by Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid.
The establishment decree saw EIAST integrated with the newly founded MBRSC, which would now take
charge of the UAE’s advanced science and technology projects, and take responsibility for contributing
towards the UAE’s move into a knowledge-based economy.

The Emirates Mars Mission is also underway, and will see the launch of the historic Hope Probe in 2021,
on the 50th anniversary of the union of the emirates. The probe will carry the hopes and dreams of the
Arab world as it travels to Red Planet on a voyage of discovery. Through this project, the UAE will provide
an enormous amount of scientific information and data, and will share this with research centres and
universities from around the world, thus contributing to the support of scientific knowledge worldwide.
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THE WORLD’S NEXT-DOOR
NEIGHBOUR

Terminal 3 at Dubai
International Airport

Dubai is one of the easiest cities in the world
to get to. Its strategic location as a bridge
between Europe, Africa, Asia and Australasia
means that no less than one-third of the
world’s population is within a four-hour flight
away and two-thirds are within an eight-hour
flight away. Over 280 cities on all six
continents are now connected to Dubai by
direct flights.

its strong fleet, which is also one of the most
up-to-date in the world. It operates more hitech Boeing 777s and more Airbus A380
super-jumbos than any other airline. 256
additional aircrafts are on order, including 67
A380s, adding to the 73 currently in service.
Its service excellence has gained over 400
prestigious awards since it was launched in
1985.

Emirates Airlines
Dubai-based Emirates Airlines continues to
be one of the fastest growing carriers in the
world, with many new aircraft being brought
into service almost every month to expand

Emirates flies directly to over 150
destinations in 80 countries, and a further
500 locations through its wide range of
airline partners. It is now the world’s largest
airline in terms of seat/kilometres available.
The Dubai-based airline will begin operations
to Panama in February in what will be the
longest nonstop commercial flight by any
carrier.
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Emirates Airlines has
the largest fleet of
Airbus A380 in the
world

More than 38% of all aircraft movements and
60% of passengers in and out of Dubai
International Airport are by Emirates.

Emirates’ on-board service is rightly praised,
utilizing innovative technology in every
aspect of its operations, notably the worldleading ‘I.C.E.’ (Information, Communication
and Entertainment) system, which offers up
to 1,200 channels of inflight entertainment.
First and Business Class passengers on
Emirates are also offered premium comfort,
ranging from lie-flat seats to an on-board
lounge bar and showers on the A380 fleet.
Emirates Airline will support ISPRS in Dubai in
2020 by offering discounted fares.

Other major airlines
Thanks to the government’s Open Skies
policy, which allows over 140 airlines to fly
into Dubai, delegates have an unequalled
range of regional and international options
for flights into Dubai.
Among the airlines operating direct flights to
Dubai are British Airways, Air France,
Lufthansa, KLM, Air India, Cathay Pacific,
Singapore Airlines, China Southern, South
African Airways and many others including
economy airlines such as flydubai, which is
Dubai’s low-cost airline.
Flydubai is now making more than 1,400
flights a week taking thousands of
passengers to destinations throughout the
region.
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Terminal 3 at Dubai
International Airport

Dubai International Airport

Other airports

Since Dubai International Airport opened in
1960, passenger numbers have grown and
grown – by an average of 15% a year. In 2015
the airport served over 78 million people,
flying them to more than 260 destinations
across six continents, making it the world’s
busiest for international passengers.

Al Maktoum International Airport at Dubai
World Central (DWC) is Dubai’s airport of the
future. DWC opened the doors to its 5-7
million capacity passenger terminal in
October 2013.

With this projected to approach 100 million
passengers annually by the end of the
decade, Dubai International is a dynamic and
fast-growing airport that truly connects the
world.
Dubai International’s world-class facilities
include the world’s first and largest purposebuilt A380 facility Concourse A, opened in
2013.
Dubai International Airport continues to
invest in enhancing its passenger experience.
This includes a new Concourse D, a state-ofthe-art facility for international airlines, the
expansion of Terminal 2, and the complete
refurbishment of Terminal 1.

Upon completion, DWC will become the
world’s largest airport with an ultimate
capacity of more than 240 million passengers
per annum.
The airport forms the heart of a greater
project called Dubai World Central, a 140km2
multi-phase development of six clustered
zones that include the Dubai Logistics City
(DLC), Commercial City, Residential City,
Aviation City and Golf City.
The airport in the neighbouring emirate of
Sharjah is mostly used by regional and
international budget airlines, and is about 40
minutes drive from Dubai, while Abu Dhabi
International Airport is about 90 minutes
from Dubai by car.
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AN INTEGRATED TRANSPORT
SYSTEM

Dubai Metro

Dubai International Airport is only four
kilometres from the city centre and thanks to
the city’s well-developed infrastructure,
transfer time to most hotels is seldom more
than 10-15 minutes.
With the aim of reducing reliance on private
motor vehicles and expanding travel options,
Dubai has developed an ultramodern and
inexpensive integrated transport system.

All transport services are air-conditioned,
including even the bus shelters. Dubai aims
to raise the share of mass transit journeys to
30%.
The futuristic Dubai Metro System, opened in
2009, is the backbone of mass transit with 49
stations along its 75km stretch of routes,
from Jebel Ali in the south-west, to Al Qusais
in the north-east.
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The Dubai Metro carried over 105 million
passengers in the first eight months of 2014
and provides a seamless connection from
Dubai International Airport to all quarters of
the city. Not only is it one of the most
economical ways of getting around, but with
most of the track well elevated above the
roads, it also offers impressive views of the
cityscape while commuting.
The Dubai Tram is an integral part of the
Dubai transport network that links the Dubai
Metro and the Palm Monorail, running along
Al Sufouh Road and Jumeirah Beach Road
from Mall of the Emirates at one end to
Dubai Marina at the other. The tram system
was launched in November 2014 and runs
for 20 hours a day from 5:00 am until 1:00
am.
Dubai’s inexpensive and well-maintained
fleet of 9,447 metered taxis (some
exclusively for female passengers), operated
by courteous, uniformed drivers, made over
174 million trips in 2013. Taxis are available
at ranks near hotels, malls etc., but can also
be hailed on the street or booked in advance.
In addition, there are almost 1,600 low-fare
buses operating on 90 routes throughout the
city, carrying over 128 million passengers in
2014.

Visa Information
All passengers travelling to the United Arab
Emirates must be in possession of a valid
passport, which must be valid for at least six
months from the date of entry into the
United Arab Emirates.

The kind of visa required for entry into the
UAE depends on several different factors
such as nationality, the purpose of the visit
and its planned duration.
All delegates’ entry visas must be processed
prior to arrival in the United Arab Emirates.
The only exceptions are nationals of The
Arab Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC) States
and the countries listed below.
Australia , Andorra, Austria, Brunei, Belgium,
Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic,
Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hong Kong SAR, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malaysia, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
San Marino, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia,
South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, United States of America
and The Vatican.
If your country of nationality appears on the
above list, no advance visa arrangements are
required to visit the UAE. Simply disembark
your flight and proceed to Immigration,
where your passport will be stamped with a
30-day visit visa free of charge. This can be
extended for an additional 30 days at an
extra charge.

Dubai Tram

Travellers from countries not listed above
attending an exhibition or a conference will
need to arrange a visa in advance of travel.
All visas applied for are subject to the
approval of the Immigration Authorities.
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DUBAI INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION & EXHIBITION
CENTRE

Dubai International
Convention &
Exhibition Centre

Dubai International Convention and
Exhibition Centre (DICEC) is part of the Dubai
World Trade Centre (DWTC) complex which
offers over 1.3 million square feet of event
space. DWTC is the largest purpose-built
convention and exhibition centre in the
Middle East.
DWTC is a fully integrated venue with
restaurants, coffee shops, food outlets,
ATMs, business centre, post office, and shops
that hosts more than 500 events across
international trade fairs, mega consumer
shows, meetings and congresses with over
2.4 million annual visitors from 160 global
markets.
Since its inauguration in 1979, DWTC has
played a critical role in the growth of
international trade for the Middle East
region. From the landmark Sheikh Rashid
Tower, to the region’s largest purpose-built
complex, DWTC has created pioneering
networking platforms for regional and global
markets to grow.

Pursuing a vision to make Dubai the world's
leading destination for all major exhibitions,
conferences and events, DWTC has evolved
from being the forerunner of the fastgrowing exhibitions industry into a multidimensional business catalyst that has
propelled Dubai’s meteoric rise to a leading
global economic powerhouse alongside
Singapore, Hong Kong, London and New
York.
DWTC provides a vast range of services
including the provision of furniture, carpets
and drapes to decorate the halls, in addition
to state-of-the-art communication and AVsystems designed to deliver high-quality
sound and visuals. A fully integrated Wi-Fi
system is provided to all delegates.
The ISO-22000 certified kitchen and 11-time
culinary award-winners of ‘Leading Meeting
& Conference Venue in the Middle East’ at
the World Travel Awards with 147 chefs
from 19 countries will ensure mouthwatering lunches and coffee breaks for all
delegates.
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FLOOR PLAN
Sheikh Maktoum Hall
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FLOOR PLAN
Sheikh Rashid Hall
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2,000 Delegates

WHERE TO MEET
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4,000 Delegates

Schedule A goes here
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LIST OF PAST AND UPCOMING
BUSINESS EVENTS
Number of
attendees

Year

Name of Event

2011

International Association of Public Transport
Congress and Mobility & City Exhibition (UITP)

3,500

2011

World Diabetes Congress (IDF)

15,400

2012

World Congress of Cardiology (WHF)

10,000

2012

ITU Telecom World

6,500

2013

Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication (SIBOS)

8,000

2014

World Engineering Education Forum (WEEF)

1,500

2015

Congress of the International Academy of
Legal Medicine (IALM)

1,200

2016

International Society of Blood Transfusion
Congress (ISBT)

3,000

2016

Society of Petroleum Engineers Annual
Technical Conference & Exhibition (SPE)

10,000

World Congress of the International Federation
for the Surgery of Obesity & Metabolic
Disorders (IFSO)

3,000

2018
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Intercontinental Hotel,
Dubai Festival City

As one of the world’s most popular
destinations for both leisure and business
travel, and a key business hub between
Europe, Asia and Africa, Dubai has an eclectic
range of places to stay, accommodating all
budget types, from luxurious five-star beach
and business hotels to simple but economical
one-star accommodation.

From landmark iconic hotels to functional
budget hotels, Dubai has it all.

With over 98,000 keys at more than 676
hotels and hotel apartment establishments.
currently available, and a further 15,00025,000 keys expected by 2017, there is
something to satisfy everyone’s travel
budget.

There are currently almost 6,000 hotel rooms
within walking distance of the Dubai
International Convention and Exhibition
Centre and direct Metro access along Sheikh
Zayed Road, where over 25,000 guestrooms
in all categories are available

The city offers a range of value brands such
as Ibis, Premier Inn, Holiday Inn Express and
Novotel, while luxury five-star brands include
the likes of Conrad, Jumeirah, Sofitel,
Kempinski, Shangri-La and JW Marriott.

Distance from Dubai World Trade Centre

Hotels in Dubai are located in various key
business or leisure locations such as along
Sheikh Zayed Road, Jumeirah Beach, Palm
Jumeirah, Dubai International Financial
Centre (DIFC), Business Bay and Deira.

•
•
•
•

Sheikh Zayed Road: 0 - 3km
Jumeirah: 2 - 5km
Bur Dubai: 6 - 10km
Deira: 15 - 20km
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5 STAR HOTELS
The H Hotel
Star rating: 5 Star
Guest Rooms: 269
Average Rate : $220
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

The Grand Sheraton
Star rating: 5 Star
Guest Rooms: 449
Average Rate : $220
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

Fairmont Dubai
Star rating: 5 Star
Guest Rooms: 381
Average Rate : $200
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

Conrad Dubai
Star rating: 5 Star
Guest Rooms: 555
Average Rate : $275
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road
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5 STAR HOTELS
Jumeirah Emirates Towers
Star rating: 5 Star
Guest Rooms: 400
Average Rate : $200
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

The Ritz Carlton - DIFC
Star rating: 5 Star
Guest Rooms: 138
Average Rate : $300
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

JW Marriott Marquis
Star rating: 5 Star
Guest Rooms: 1,608
Average Rate : $280
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

The Address Downtown
Star rating: 5 Star
Guest Rooms: 196
Average Rate : $285
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road
.
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4 STAR HOTELS
Novotel Dubai World Trade Centre
Star rating: 4 Star
Guest Rooms : 412
Average Rate : $180
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

Four Points Sheraton
Star rating: 4 Star
Guest Rooms : 384
Average Rate : $130
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

Towers Rotana
Star rating: 4 Star
Guest Rooms: 360
Average Rate : $150
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

Rose Rotana
Star rating: 4 Star
Guest Rooms : 462
Average Rate : $150
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road
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4 STAR HOTELS
Ramada Plaza Jumeirah
Star rating: 4 Star
Guest Rooms: 252
Average Rate : $130
Area: Jumeirah

Holiday Inn Al Barsha
Star rating: 4 Star
Guest Rooms : 310
Average Rate : $150
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

Novotel Al Barsha
Star rating: 4 Star
Guest Rooms : 465
Average Rate: $180
Area: Al Barsha

Pullman Dubai Deira City Centre
Star rating: 4 Star
Guest Rooms : 317
Average Rate: $150
Area: Deira
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3, 2 and 1 STAR HOTELS
Comfort Inn Hotel

Ibis Dubai World Trade Centre

Star rating: 3 Star
Guest Rooms : 114
Average Rate: $50
Area: Bur Dubai

Star rating: 2 Star
Guest Rooms : 210
Average Rate: $80
Area: Sheikh Zayed Road

City Max Hotel

Ibis Mall
Premier
Inn Of the Emirates

Star Rating: 3 Star
Guest Rooms: 376
Average Rate: $55
Area: Al Barsha

Star rating: 2 Star
Star rating: 3 Star
Guest Rooms : 204
Guest Rooms 305
Average Rate: $30
Average Rate : $ 60
Area: Al Barsha
Area:

Centro Hotel
Star Rating: 3 Star
Guest Rooms:243
Average Rate: $60
Area: Al Barsha

Premier Inn
Star rating: 3 Star
Guest Rooms : 305
Average Rate: $50
Area: Deira

Ibis
Ibis
Deira
Deira
City
City
Centre
Centre
StarStar
rating:
rating:
2 Star
2 Star
Guest
Guest
Rooms
Rooms
: 365
: 365
Average
Average
Rate:
Rate:
$30$ 30
Area:
Area:
Deira
Al Wasal Road

Holiday Inn Express Safa
Park
Star rating: 2 Star
Guest Rooms : 380
Average Rate: $40
Area: Jumeirah
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3, 2 and 1 STAR HOTELS
Land Mark Hotel

Holiday Inn Express Jumeirah

Star Rating: 3 Star
Guest Rooms: 168
Average Rate: $40
Area: Bur Dubai

Star Rating: 2 Star
Guest Rooms: 193
Average Rate: $40
Area: Jumeirah

City Max Bur Dubai
Star Rating: 3 Star
Guest Rooms: 691
Average Rate: $45
Area: Bur Dubai

Palm Beach Hotel
Star Rating: 3 Star
Guest Rooms: 70
Average Rate: $35
Area: Bur Dubai

Arabian Park Hotel
Star Rating: 3 Star
Guest Rooms: 318
Average Rate: $35
Area: Bur Dubai

Holiday Inn Dubai Airport
Star Rating: 2 Star
Guest Rooms: 381
Average Rate: $35
Area: Deira

Ibis Al Rigga
Star Rating: 2 Star
Guest Rooms: 280
Average Rate: $35
Area: Deira

Rafee Hotel
Star Rating: 2 Star
Guest Rooms: 212
Average Rate: $28
Area: Deira
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3, 2 and 1 STAR HOTELS
Dubai Youth Hostel

Florida Hotel

Star Rating: 1 Star
Guest Rooms: 80
Average Rate: $20
Area: Deira

Star Rating: 1 Star
Guest Rooms: 90
Average Rate: $15
Area: Deira

White Fort Hotel
Star Rating: 1 Star
Guest Rooms: 80
Average Rate: $15
Area: Deira

Everest International Hotel
Star Rating: 1 Star
Guest Rooms: 40
Average Rate: $15
Area: Bur Dubai

Al Faris Hotel Apt

Manhattan Hotel

Star Rating: 1 Star
Guest Rooms: 40
Average Rate: $25
Area: Bur Dubai

Star Rating: 1 Star
Guest Rooms: 50
Average Rate: $20
Area: Bur Dubai

Rehab Hotel

Prime Hotel

Star Rating: 1 Star
Guest Rooms: 50
Average Rate: $15
Area: Deira

Star Rating: 1 Star
Guest Rooms: 25
Average Rate: $15
Area: Deira
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At the Top
Observation Deck,
Burj Khalifa

Dubai offers some of the most unique and
fabulous venues in the world.
When it comes to diversity of venues, Dubai
can accommodate any type of event. From
standard to luxury, good quality and value is
at the core of Dubai’s appeal, with state-ofthe-art technology and facilities making the
Emirate a leading business event and
incentive destination.

From poolside to on the beach, in the desert,
at the racecourse, by the fountains to on the
water, Dubai offers a wide range of stunning
and extraordinary venues in which to hold
that special event.
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Madinat Arena at Madinat Jumeirah
The elaborately-designed multipurpose Madinat Arena is built
around the large lagoon of the
Madinat Jumeirah resort and offers
the sort of flexibility event
organizers love. Accommodating up
to 4,500 guests, the venue is a
versatile and dynamic space for all
manner of events. It also features a
fixed upper gallery and VIP sections.

Armani Pavilion at Armani Hotel
Dine outdoors at the Armani Pavilion
at the foot of the iconic Burj Khalifa
on a splendid terrace set amidst the
hotel’s gardens. The Dubai Fountain
provides a stunning and entertaining
backdrop for up to 600 guests at an
upscale cocktail event, elegant
dinner, or private gathering.

Burj Park
Inspired by Burj Khalifa’s unique
triple-lobed shape, the Burj Park
Island 11 hectares of greenery and
water features will be the perfect
setting for a dinner/ cocktail
reception.

With Burj Khalifa as a backdrop, the
Burj Park Island overlooks the Dubai
Lake which features 5 major water
features and the sculptural dancing
fountains. The Dubai Lake provides
further visual interest by reflecting
the tower on its surface.
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Bateaux Dubai
The elegant Bateaux Dubai offers a
bespoke experience from which to
explore the waterways of Dubai
Creek. Dine in the comfort of this
glass-enclosed, air-conditioned
luxury vessel with an alfresco deck.
It can accommodate up to 230
seated or 300 standing guests.

Meydan Hotel – Sky Bubble
Positioned directly beneath the
iconic crescent roof, this lofty lounge
area offers a unique 360 degree
dining and entertainment
experience. Measuring 787 feet in
length and with a capacity of 4,500
people, this iconic lounge in the sky
provides the perfect location for any
event, from corporate gatherings to
festive celebrations

Atlantis The Palm - Asateer Tent
Asateer at Atlantis The Palm offers a
stunning view of Dubai’s skyline and
can accommodate up to 2,500
guests. An ideal space for a gala
dinner or large event, it is a perfect
venue for those who wish to have an
event indoors with a view and
access to outdoor gardens and the
beach. Enjoy a cocktail on the grass
while admiring the Dubai skyline at
sunset.
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Sahara Desert Fortress
No Arabian experience is complete
without an escape into the desert.
The desert safari is a spectacular
combination of ancient Arabian
traditions and modern culture and
customs.
Guests will taste authentic Arabian
cuisine, view a stunning desert
sunset, enjoy camel rides, try some
traditional henna tattoos on their
hands, indulge in the popular Arabic
pastime of “shisha”, take in an
oriental belly dance, sit under a
blanket of stars, ride the rolling sand
dunes with an expert guide and
experience the journey of a lifetime.

Dubai Opera
Opening in 2016, Dubai Opera, a
2,000 seat multi-format theatre, is
set to become one of the most
significant, vibrant and successful
performing arts and entertainment
centres in the Middle East. It is
central to The Opera District, a new
arts and lifestyle destination in
Downtown Dubai, home of global
icons such as the Burj Khalifa.
Uniquely, it will have the ability to
transform into three modes:
theatre, concert hall, and a flat floor
form ideal for banquets and events.
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The ‘Merchants’ City’, as Dubai is known, is
about more than just business. Safe, tolerant
and cosmopolitan, Dubai is an extraordinary
leisure destination.
It offers a wealth of amenities, ranging from
pristine beaches and world-class hotels to
upscale golf courses and first-class
restaurants. Dubai, also named ‘The City of
Gold’, provides a broad spectrum of
shopping experiences.

Renowned for its ultra-modern shopping
malls selling the latest designer labels, it also
boasts myriad souqs (traditional
marketplaces) selling everything from gold to
spices and textiles.
Dubai presents a kaleidoscope of past and
present. Wind towers rise up next to
glittering skyscrapers, desert dunes roll into
green golf courses, while luxury yachts sail
the wind alongside traditional dhows.
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Club house at Dubai
Creek Golf Club

Against a backdrop of a carefully preserved
heritage, Dubai is building a visionary future.
The world’s tallest tower, the Burj Khalifa,
resides in Dubai, and The Palm is a trio of
man-made projects – and the first since the
Great Wall of China to be visible from space.
Dynamic, progressive and advanced, Dubai
attracts millions of visitors every year. Both a
tax-free haven and a holiday resort, it
appeals to both the business professional
and the pleasure seeker.
Beaches & Water Sports
With year-round sunshine, beautiful beaches
of white sand and clear blue water, Dubai is
ideal for anyone who enjoys sun and sea.
Visitors can enjoy the often-lavish facilities
and high levels of service in the hotel beach
clubs, or the free public beaches that are
easily accessible from most of the 10km
length of Jumeirah Beach Road. For a small
fee it is possible to visit Jumeirah Beach Park,
which has changing facilities, food and
beverage outlets and umbrellas and loungers
for rent.
Almost all beach hotels provide guests with
facilities for water sports such as scuba
diving, snorkelling, sailing, parasailing,
windsurfing, water-skiing and wakeboarding.
Several of the public beaches also have
gathering places for people engaged in these
activities.

Golf
Dubai is the golfing capital of the region, with
11 top-quality courses in the city. These have
been created by notable designers including
Nicklaus Design, Ernie Els, Colin
Montgomerie, Nick Faldo and Greg Norman.
The courses provide an enjoyable challenge
for all players, from beginners to top
professionals who compete in the many
major international events that are held each
year. All have world-standard clubhouses
and offer coaching from PGA-qualified pros.
They are also all open to non-members,
though advance booking is highly
recommended.
Ski Dubai
Ski Dubai, the world’s largest indoor ski
slope, opened in 2005 as the remarkable
centrepiece of the Mall of The Emirates. An
amazing 22,500m2 and covered with real
snow all year round, it has five runs of
varying difficulty, the longest being 400m.
There is also a 90m-long quarter pipe for
snowboarders. The brave can tackle the
world’s first indoor black run, while the less
experienced can develop their skills on the
beginners’ slopes. The temperature is
maintained at around -2˚C at all times.
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Sheikh Mohammed Centre
The Sheikh Mohammed Centre for Cultural
Understanding, a traditional wind-tower
house in the heart of the historic Al Fahidi
district beside Dubai Creek, offers excellent
opportunities for visitors to gain a better
understanding of the UAE’s culture and
heritage. Also highly rewarding are the
nearby Dubai Museum and Sheikh Saeed Al
Maktoum’s House, a restored grand
courtyard structure that is the architectural
crown jewel of the Shindagha Heritage Area
with displays of historic photographs, coins
and documents dating back to 1791.
Wild Wadi Waterpark
Between the spectacular Burj Al Arab and
the wave-shaped Jumeirah Beach Hotel, the
12-acre Wild Wadi Water Park offers every
kind of roller-coaster thrill – but all involving
water. Hair raising slides, flumes, waves and
jets of water: all are employed to give funseekers exhilarating white-knuckle releases
of adrenaline. The names of some of the 30
rides give a hint of what to expect: the Burj
Surj, Jumeirah Sceirah, Flood River Flyer and
Master Blasters. For the less courageous
there are also gentler watery relaxations
around pools or on the Lazy River.
Shopping
Dubai is the unquestioned shopping capital
of the Middle East: its annual Shopping
Festival, usually held in February, attracts
visitors from all over the world. The UAE’s
tax-free status, and the dizzying choice of
shopping options, brings visitors back time
and again.

Products from all of the world’s biggest
designers and brands can be found in Dubai
and most have their own flagship outlets in
the top malls where even window-shopping
is a glamorous experience. Leading malls
include Mall of the Emirates, The Dubai Mall,
Dubai Marina Mall, BurJuman, Wafi City, Ibn
Battuta, Deira City Centre and Festival City.
There are also specialist, more traditionalstyle souks, such as the Spice Souk, Deira
Gold Souk, Gold & Diamond Park, and Bur
Dubai souk on the banks of Dubai Creek,
where precious stones and metals, fabrics,
antiques, souvenirs and much more can be
found. The latest electronics and hi-tech
goods can also be found in the malls and
large free-standing outlets around the city.
Ski Dubai
Rather than shopping ‘til you drop, shop until
you reach a spa. These havens of peace,
relaxation, serenity and resulting bliss await
you in almost all hotels and malls in the city.
Every type of treatment, from traditional
aromatic Arabian steaming and massage to
exotic Asian therapies, is available and is sure
to leave the visitor calm and refreshed, ready
to embrace the next new experience the city
has to offer.
Night Dhow Dinner Cruise
The symbol of Dubai’s maritime history, the
dhow is a magnificent traditional vessel that
provides a thrilling and romantic journey
along the shores of the city. As you pass a
skyline that is a mixture of ancient grandeur
and the glittering contemporary engineering
and architectural exuberance of the modern
city’s skyline, you will enjoy a delicious
dinner in romantic surroundings.
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Traditional Male
Ayala Dancers

A visit to the UAE provides an opportunity
that’s not to be missed – a chance to learn
something of the history and culture of Dubai
and the other emirates. A number of
experienced operators offer accompanied
tours with a variety of themes.
Many business visitors may find their
schedule during a congress leaving little
opportunity for wider exploration of what
Dubai and the UAE has to offer.

Particularly for those from a different part of
the world, it’s recommended to extend their
stay before or after the business event, to
take advantage of the year-round sunshine,
beaches, desert and mountains.
There are also many world-class
entertainment events and sporting
competitions, particularly during the winter
months, when the Dubai Desert Classic golf
tournament, Dubai Open tennis tournament
and Dubai World Cup horse race take place.
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Shopping in
Dubai Mall

On the other hand, delegates may prefer
simply to treat themselves to a relaxing
break in one of the numerous luxurious
beach resorts, spend some time enjoying the
peace and quiet of the desert at the likes of
Al Maha Resort, Bab Al Shams Resort & Spa
or Hatta Fort Hotel in the mountains. Scuba
diving enthusiasts meanwhile might enjoy
observing the marine life in the clear waters
of the Gulf of Oman off Fujairah.
Discover Dubai City Tour
A fascinating excursion through ancient and
modern Dubai that takes in the spectacular
Jumeirah Mosque, Dubai Museum and Spice
and Gold Souks.
Cultural Sharjah City Tour
Dubai’s neighbouring emirate, Sharjah, has a
rich historical and cultural heritage that has
led to it being dubbed the ‘Cultural Centre of
the Gulf’, with the contemporary Sharjah
Biennale being an important international art
event, and this tour takes in the city’s varied
souks as well as historical landmarks.

Dubai Shopping Tour
The expert guides will show you why Dubai
has earned a reputation as a shoppers’
paradise. Depending on taste, the tour can
include visits to ultra-modern, futuristic malls
like The Dubai Mall, the world’s largest by
floor area, where the most fashionable
designer clothing and latest innovations in
electronic gadgets are to be found, as well as
traditional souks, where bargain hunters can
haggle for traditional handicrafts, antiques,
carpets and gold.
Oceans of Sand – Desert Safari
An exotic tour of the romantic desert dunes,
this trip sets off in the early afternoon along
the Al Awir road, dropping in on a camel
farm before continuing to a picturesque spot
for sunset photo opportunities across the
endless dunes. It then moves on to a Bedouin
campsite where a welcoming bonfire and a
sumptuous barbecue are in preparation. As
you dine, an evening of Arabic music and
belly dancing unfolds, rounded off with
shisha (hubbly bubbly water pipes), which is
the typical ending for an Arabian feast.
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Fujairah East Coast

Jewel of the Gulf – Tour of Abu Dhabi

East Coast Tour

The UAE’s capital, Abu Dhabi, is a vibrant mix
of modernity and tradition. Numerous
spectacular new buildings and exciting
monuments are to be found in a tour of this
spacious city noted for its extensive greenery
and a long corniche beside the turquoise
waters of the Arabian Gulf.

Travelling from Dubai to the exotic East
Coast, visitors first cross the red rolling
desert dunes before climbing through a
jagged mountain landscape on the newlycompleted Sheikh Khalifa Highway which has
cut journey times to the cities of Fujairah and
Khor Fakkan significantly. Once there, a
refreshing dip in the crystal-clear blue waters
of the Gulf of Oman beckons.

City of Oases – Al Ain City Tour
Known as the Garden City, Al Ain is an
ancient desert oasis on the border with
Oman, about 90 minutes’ drive from Dubai.
Once a famous caravanserai, its many tourist
attractions include the beautifully-restored
175-year-old Sheikh Zayed Palace Museum
and the spacious Al Ain Zoo with its
remarkable collection of animals including
rare white tigers. Jabal Hafeet, one of the
UAE’s highest mountains (1,249m) looms
over the city and offers spectacular sunset
views.

Hajar Mountains Safari

For the intrepid with stronger nerves than
the average visitor, this adventure tour offers
a mountain safari through the precipitous
passes, dramatic canyons and deep gorges of
the breath-taking Hajar Range. It stops by the
cool streams of the peaceful wadis where the
deep pools invite one to take a refreshing
dip. Lunch can be taken beside the pool in
the Hatta Fort Hotel with its panoramic views
over mountain and desert before returning
to Dubai.
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MCI

Congress Solutions International

MCI is a global consulting, live
communication, congress and event
management company. MCI in the Middle
East creates corporate events, meetings and
incentives; association, governmental and
trade conventions, congresses, exhibitions;
and manages and provides consulting for
associations. We are a leader in building
community around brands in the Middle East
and, present in the region since 2006, have
built up a strong network of clients and
history of successful events.

Our primary field of expertise is in organising
events that target industries of specific
importance to the Middle East.

MCI in the Middle East started its operations
in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, the Business
Centre of the Middle East, against the
backdrop of the immense growth in the
region for destination management (DMC),
association management (AMC) and
professional congress organization (PCO).

With increasing interest in the region as a
hub between Asia and Europe, hosting
corporate events and conferences in Dubai
and Abu Dhabi makes perfect sense both for
those that already have a presence in the
region and to others who wish to explore
untapped markets.
The local experience and international
expertise of Congress Solutions International
guarantees more than the smooth
organisation of a congress or conference - we
also ensure hands-on involvement in its
success.
www.congresssolutionsinternational.com

In 2007, our presence in the Middle East was
fortified with the opening of an office in Abu
Dhabi. In 2012, our expertise and team
numbers grew with the extension of the Abu
Dhabi office.
www.mci-group.ae
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The UAE is very tolerant and welcoming;
foreigners are free to practice their own
religion – indeed Christian churches have
existed in Dubai for many years. Alcohol may
be consumed at home, in hotels and on
licensed nightspot premises. The dress code
is liberal. Women face no discrimination and
are free to drive and walk around
unescorted.
Bargaining
Bargaining is expected in the souk and is not
unusual elsewhere. Vendors will usually drop
the price and often quite substantially,
particularly for a cash sale.

Climate

Dubai has a northern-hemisphere
subtropical, arid climate. May to September
is summer. Average high daytime
temperatures in August are 42˚C and average
low night temperatures 32˚C. October to
April are the cooler months. Average high
daytime temperatures in January are 23˚C
and average low night temperatures 12˚C.
Whatever the month it is always pleasant, as
all venues, shops and restaurants are airconditioned year round. Rain falls on an
average of only seven days per year, usually
in the winter months.
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Clothing
Summer clothing may be worn for most of
the year, but during the winter evening
temperatures may occasionally call for a
jacket or light coat.
While dress codes are fairly liberal,
consideration should be given not to offend
the sensibilities of others. Swimwear should
be worn only on beaches or at swimming
pools. When visiting shopping malls and
other attractions, tourists should wear
clothing that is not too tight or revealing.
Certain attractions such as mosques or
religious sites usually have stricter dress
codes, requiring both men and women to
cover up bare shoulders, arms and legs, and
women to wear headscarves.
Communications
The international dialling code for incoming
calls to landlines in Dubai is +9714, and to
mobiles +97150 (Etisalat) or +97155 (Du).
Calls to and from landlines within Dubai are
free. Direct dialling is possible to over 170
countries.
GPRS and WAP services are also available. A
GSM international roaming service for
mobile phones is available for over 60
countries. Alternatively, if you bring your
mobile here (or buy a new one in Dubai), you
can purchase a SIM card in most
supermarkets, petrol stations and hotels, and
this enables you to make and receive calls
from the UAE without roaming charges.
Internet services are also available for nonsubscribers from regular phone lines.
Corporate Social Responsibility
The desert climate of the Gulf generates a
high energy demand for cooling and water
production. The environmental issues that
result are being addressed by a number of
initiatives under way in the UAE.

Environmentally and socially responsible
attitudes are rapidly developing in Dubai.
Since January 2008, all new residential and
commercial buildings must comply with
internationally recognised standards of
environmental responsibility. This initiative,
the first of its kind in the Middle East, will
help reduce the running costs of buildings by
cutting electricity and water consumption,
and thus contributing to a greener world.
Launched in October 2010, Masdar City in
Abu Dhabi will be the world’s first zerocarbon, zero-waste, car-free city, housing
50,000 people and 1,500 businesses. When
complete, it is estimated that it will save $2
billion of oil consumption over the next 25
years.
Across the UAE, the annual National
Environment Day focuses the attention of
government, business and the general public
on ecological issues. As a result, there are
widespread improvements in environmental
practices.
In the field of conservation, ten years of
study led to a successful breeding
programme of the Greater Flamingo, the first
confirmed anywhere on the Arabian
Peninsula mainland. The UAE Ministry of
Environment & Water has been active in
coral reef preservation and the conservation
of the turtle population.
One of Dubai’s most successful on-going CSR
initiatives has been the charity ‘Dubai Cares’,
which focuses on improving the education of
the most deprived children in the world. In
partnership with international health and
educational agencies it is currently helping
the nutrition, health and education of over
eight million children in 31 countries, from
Angola to Bangladesh, Sudan to BosniaHerzegovina.
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UN Secretary-General Ban Ki- Moon has
described the programme as “a brilliant
success”.
Culture & Heritage
Dubai has been transformed in many ways in
just over two generations. But its culture is
deeply rooted in the Islamic traditions of
Arabia. The UAE’s Rulers are committed to
ensuring that the underlying heritage is not
eroded by the rapid pace of economic
change.
Cultural and sporting events that are
representative of the nation’s traditions are
keenly promoted, such as falconry, camel
racing and dhow sailing. Arabic culture in the
form of poetry, dancing, song and traditional
art and calligraphy are encouraged.
Weddings and religious celebrations are still
colourful occasions of feasting and music.

Currency
The monetary unit is the Dirham (AED),
which is divided into 100 fils. The exchange
rate is pegged to the US Dollar at the rate $1
= AED 3.675
Electricity
The electricity supply in Dubai is 220/240
volts at 50 cycles. Standard British-type 13amp square three-pin plugs are the norm in
most hotels. European or US-made
appliances may need a plug adapter.
Language
The national language of the UAE is Arabic.
However English is also very widely spoken
throughout Dubai, especially in business,
hospitality and retail environments. English
appears on all street signs, restaurant menus
etc. so delegates will have no difficulties
communicating or finding their way around
the city.

Liquor
Alcohol is available in hotels, clubs and their
restaurants and bars as well as in airport
duty free shops. However, most restaurants
that are not within hotels may not serve
alcohol. As in most countries, public
drunkenness is an offence. Drinking in public
places such as public beaches and parks is
not permitted.
Photography
Normal tourist photography is welcome but,
as elsewhere in the world, it is courteous and
wise to ask permission before photographing
other people, especially local women.
Public Holidays

Islamic holidays are based on the Hijri
calendar which is controlled by the sighting
of the moon. As a result the dates of holidays
are often confirmed less than 24 hours in
advance. Some of these are Eid Al Fitr (three
days), Eid Al Adha (four days), Al Hejra (one
day), Mawlid Al Nabi (one day) and Al Isra
Wal Miraj (one day). Fixed dates on the
calendar are New Year’s Day (Jan 1) and UAE
National Day (Dec 2).
Security
Rated by Interpol as one of the safest cities in
the world, Dubai offers a crime-free
environment. Indeed, the Dubai crime rate
appears to be significantly lower than most
similarly sized metropolis cities.
The Dubai Police Department has created a
dedicated department for tourists’ security
and safety in the Emirate. In view of the
above, the majority of travellers are not
impacted by any crime. Congress delegates
can also have access to state-of-the-art
health facilities and availability of paramedics
in hotels.
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Tipping & Gratuities
Tipping practices are similar to
most other parts of the world. Most
restaurants include a 10% service
charge, but tipping in general is at
the customer’s discretion.
Water
The tap water in Dubai is safe to
drink. But locally bottled water is
generally served in hotels and
restaurants.

In the UAE, women
face no discrimination
and are free to drive
and walk around
unescorted.
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TESTIMONIALS
Diana Hon
Director, Operations
Human Genome Organisation (HUGO)

Susan Phalippou

Conference & Promotion Manager
International Institute of Refrigeration
“I discovered that Dubai has a huge array of
accommodation in all price brackets, a world-class
highly flexible congress venue, fascinating sites for
technical tours and a wealth of leisure activities.
Dubai is a vibrant, prime event venue that is
strategically located.”

Steven Freudmann

“On behalf of HUGO, we would like to thank you for
all the facilitation, assistance and support that the
Dubai Convention and Events Bureau have rendered
for the past 2 years for a most successful Human
Genome Meeting (HGM 2011) held in Dubai.”

“

Femi Itiola

Consultant
WORLD CLIMATE LTD
“On behalf of the organizing partners of the World
Green Economy Summit, we would like to thank you
for supporting the World Green Economy Summit
2014 in Dubai, and for contributing to the overall
success of the event. This event would not have
been a success without the generous support Dubai
Tourism provided us throughout.”

Chairman
Institute of Travel & Tourism

“I have no hesitation whatsoever in saying that it has
to be one of the most successful ITT Conferences
ever. The hotel service levels, the conference
room, the technical production, the welcome and
farewell events and the transfers were all superb.
The feedback has been extremely positive and I feel
sure that delegates will have returned from Dubai
with renewed enthusiasm for the destination,
or with an eagerness to explore more if it was their
first visit.”

Stephanie Partain, CMP

Events Manager
ASME International Gas Turbine Institute

“The travel to and from Dubai on Emirates Airline
was top-notch. The itinerary included the perfect
mix of business appointments, cultural experiences,
fun and adventure. It is clear that Dubai is the
perfect location for our business to grow and
expand our global impact.”
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DUBAI
BUSINESS
EVENTS
Dubai Business Events (DBE) – the
Official Convention Bureau, aims to
further develop and increase
Dubai's share of the international
business events market in order to
grow economic development, jobs
and knowledge creation in the
emirate.
DBE’s main goal, as a division of the
Dubai Government Department of
Tourism and Commerce Marketing,
is to establish the Emirate as a
premier business event destination
by helping organizers of
international meetings, incentives,
congresses and exhibitions plan and
manage every aspect of their
event.
DBE's service standards are audited
by Lloyd's Register Quality
Assurance as part of DBE’s
membership of Best Cities Global
Alliance that aims to deliver the
world's best service experience for
the meeting industry.
DBE strongly supports the efforts to
bring the ISPRS to Dubai in 2020,
and is committed to work closely
with the Local Organizing
Committee and its industry
partners for the success of ISPRS
2020.
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